Altman-is that in the absolute difference plot it is seldom justified to draw horizontal confidence limits, which assumes a constant standard deviation over the whole data range (e.g. concentration of analyte; see Fig. lBII ). In contrast, the usual case are triangle-like confidence limits,' resulting from proportional increase of the standard deviation with, e.g. concentration (Fig. lBI) . Therefore when concentration dependent standard deviation is suspected.V logarithmic transformation of data is unnecessary, confusing, and removes the attraction of the difference plot. The editorial also discouraged the use of per cent different plots, 1 although I believe per cent and absolute difference plots are not different. In per cent plots, the confidence limits are horizontal in case of proportionally increased standard deviation ( Fig. 1CI ) and hyperbolic in case of constant standard deviation ( Fig. lCII) . It is often 
Beyond the myths of difference plots
Recently, this Journal put forward arguments against the use of linear regression for interpretation of method comparison studies and for this purpose, does not accept it for publication. I In their place, difference or 'bias' plots are required. In my opinion, this is throwing away the baby with the bath water. The advantages of the difference plot over regression were presented uncritically. One of the most serious shortcomings in the discussion in this Journal' and in the original publication of Bland and thought that difference plots are easier to interpret than regression results. This, however, is because difference plots are mostly applied to simple cases (e.g. a mean bias between two methods) and usually no attempts are made to estimate, for example, proportional or constant error. In practice, difference plots may be very difficult to interpret and may have a variety of appearances (Figs 1-4) . Their appearance depends in the first instance on whether the absolute plot or the per cent plot is chosen (compare Band C Figs 1-4) . Secondly, they depend on the relationship between the methods compared. In the linear case, the pictures are different when the methods are equal (Fig. I) , a method shows a proportional factor (Fig. 2) , a constant factor (Fig. 3 ), or both a constant and a proportional factor (Fig. 4) .
Finally, the discussion about difference plots and regression mixes graphical presentation of data with their statistical interpretation. It seems that the weakness of the graphical presentation of regression data in the form of XI Y plots (poor resolution in the y direction when the data range is large) has been directly connected to the weakness of the statistical model of regression (note: this weakness of the XI Y plot can be obviated by additionally presenting a figure insert showing the low data value part). There seems to be the belief that when using the difference plot, the weakness of linear regression can be circumvented. However, graphical presentation of data (difference plot or XIY plot) has nothing to do with the statistical interpretation of data, and to analyse the mathematical relationship between two methods, the problems are the same. In the most simple case of a linear relationship, linear regression will be perfectly adequate for estimation of constant and proportional error. Before applying this procedure the data should be visually inspected for their distribution, dispersion, and linearity. If the methods do not show a linear relationship, general curve fitting models should be applied which do not make the assumptions of a linear relationship, however, to my knowledge, such models are not available in an easily comprehensible form.
In summary, I agree that difference plots are generally superior to XI Y plots for graphical presentation of method comparisons, however, they offer no advantage for statistical interpretation of method comparisons. Therefore, instead of rejecting regression analysis, the Journal's reviewers should take care that it IS properly applied by authors. Author's reply While I accept that difference plots are not a magic solution to all the problems of method comparison, I feel that they are superior to regression analysis in many ways:
(i) Unless specialist techniques for regression with errors in both variables are used, standard linear regression assumes that one of the variables is measured without error and hence produces biased estimates of the slope and intercept. The assumption made by Dr Stockl that one of the methods is error free is extremely rarely met in practice (ii) The use of a regression line focuses on the calibration of one method to another, this is not equivalent to agreement. Two methods may be exactly equivalent on average while having poor agreement, The statistical significance of the regression coefficients is highly dependent on sample size and is not an adequate measure of agreement (iii) Standard linear regression assumes a constant variability about the regression line. Standard linear regression is therefore not appropriate for data with standard deviation proportional to the concentration (constant coefficient of variation).
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One of the main strengths of difference plots for method comparison is that they clearly show the individual differences and the limits of agreement. The appropriateness of the limits of agreement can be visually examined and, if necessary, less restrictive methods of summarizing the limits of agreement may be used, such as separate limits for different concentration ranges or non-parametric estimates.
I agree that concentration dependent standard deviation is common, though not necessarily usual. Both logarithmic transformation and the calculation of percentage bias attempt to address this issue, but logarithmic transformation results in limits of agreement that are easier to interpret (the ratio of one method to another) and the use of a logarithmic scale on the x-axis gives a more accurate estimate of true concentration and often results in a better horizontal spread of points (in a logarithmic difference plot, the xaxis is equivalent to the geometric mean of the two methods, on a logarithmic scale).
It is instructive that in the sample plots given by Dr Stockl, the variation between the two methods is almost impossible to see or quantify on the regression plots but very clear on the difference plots.
Graphical presentation of data should reflect its statistical interpretation, which in tum must be based upon the question of interest. In my opinion, the question of interest for method comparison studies is not do the methods agree? but rather how closely do the methods agree? Regression analysis focuses on the nature of the relationship between the two methods whereas analysis and presentation of differences or ratios emphasizes the amount of agreement. I felt that difference plots have definite advantages over regression for the analysis of method comparison studies and that readers should be strongly encouraged to analyse and present method comparison studies using difference plots.
